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The United States, like many other Western nations, has a history accented with great achievements that broke down barriers to the 
future. These same histories are also bloated with an 
array of catastrophic failures that are lessons for the 
ages. 
For centuries, foreign policy has been the cornerstone 
to America’s prominence on the world stage. What once 
was a predominantly isolationist precedent has now 
transformed into an overly hawkish tendency. Whether 
it be through direct involvement with the enemy or 
power contests conducted through proxy states, the 
U.S. has made itself both friend and foe to the nations 
of the world. While just a minute part of its history, 
one particular nation has tugged at not only the U.S.’ 
coffers, but also its news channels’ chirons and citizens’ 
attention.
 After over 100 years of war, including civil wars 
and the Anglo-Afghan Wars we talked about last time, 
Afghanistan was finally ready to build back. With a 
new leader, Zahir Shah, taking hold in 1933 and a con-
tinuing friendship with the Bolshevik regime in Russia, 
the region would be able to hold steady for almost 
the next half century, including sweeping economic 
reform and official recognition as a state by the U.S. 
As Afghanistan continued to develop and modernize, 
other leaders, such as Shah’s cousin and newly-elected 
Prime Minister Mohammed Daoud Khan, instituted 
social reforms as well, including allowing women more 
rights such as the ability to work and attend college. 
As part of the country’s new growth and reform, Khan 
looked to the country’s communist ally, Soviet Russia, 
to aid in economic and military development. Nikita 
Khrushchev, then Soviet premier, agreed to help, fur-
ther bolstering the two countries’ relationship.
 Playing into the long-held desires of Russia to 
inseminate the region with communist influence, 
Afghanistan allowing such significant economic and 
military aid allowed Russia to do just that. With mur-
murings of and growing communist sentiments begin-
ning to spread throughout the nation, the underground 
Afghanistan Communist Party, or People’s Democratic 
Party of Afghanistan — also known as the PDPA 
— officially formed under the leadership of Babrak 
Karmal and Nur Mohammed Taraki in 1965.
 Babrak Karmal and Nur Mohammed Taraki would 
come to be two very substantial characters in the 
development of a communist Afghanistan. As a student 
at Kabul University, Karmal was introduced to Marxist 
ideology and began undertaking the organization of 
pro-communist political activities. After a five-year 
stint in prison for his Marxist demonstrations, serving 
in the Afghan army and completing his law degree, he 
served in the National Assembly, Afghanistan’s main 
legislative body (that recently collapsed on August 21, 
2021 with the fall of Kabul), from 1965 to 1973. 
Karmal’s friend and close associate, Taraki, however, 
was not as involved in Afghanistan’s political world. 
His only political experience was an appointment to 
act as an attaché in the Afghan embassy in the District 
of Columbia in 1953. It wasn’t until Shah implemented 
a new domestic and foreign policy in 1963 that Taraki 
entered politics.
The new policy tried to radically transform the coun-
try to a more Western style of government and view 
of human rights. Shah drew a new constitution for 
the country, offering freedom of speech, expression 
and assembly — rights he declared would no longer 
be restricted by the royal family. The constitution also 
set up democratic elections for the National Assembly. 
Over a 10-year period from 1963 to 1973, dubbed “the 
decade of democracy,” Afghanistan took quite kindly to 
both political and cultural revolution. Women were not 
required to wear burqas and could be found wearing 
Western-style dress. They were able to gather and orga-
nize publicly, and all Afghans could be found idolizing 
their favorite movie actors and actresses in a similar 
fashion as U.S. citizens. 
 Not everybody was enthralled by this change, 
though. The radical policy implemented by Shah 
created much distension in the PDPA, which split 
in 1967 into two factions: People’s (or Khalq) and 
Banner (Parcham). Led by the party’s deputy secre-
tary, Karmal, the Banner faction supported the older, 
pro-Soviet relationships inspired by Khan to gradually 
turn Afghanistan to socialism. However, the People’s 
faction led by the party’s general secretary, Taraki, was 
a large supporter of the idea of mass organization and 
class struggle to overthrow the new, democratic gov-
ernment.
 Austin Knuppe, a political science professor at Utah 
State and expert on the post-Cold War politics of the 
region said, “It’s a country that’s had an underdevel-
oped economy, lots of local political violence between 
warring factions, tribes [and] criminal elements.”
He added that, historically, Afghanistan “has had 
monarchies and actually has [been] somewhat of a cen-
tralized state. It’s not always been what we refer to as 
a fragile, or failing, state, but it lacks a certain internal 
cohesion. So, you may have a government that’s repre-
senting the capital of Kabul, but they don’t maintain or 
are unable to govern the entire country.”
       Read the rest of this story at usustatesman.com. 
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Price students vote for EUSA to join USUSA
Students at Utah State University Eastern voted to have the Eastern Utah Student Association, or EUSA, 
adopt the Utah State University Student 
Association constitution on Wednesday, 
Oct. 6 in a special election.
USUSA announced the decision in a 
press release, calling it a major milestone 
in the organization’s history.
USUSA President Lucas Stevens and 
USUSA Statewide 
President Braxton 
Evans joined EUSA 
President Bryson Pugh 
on the USU Eastern 
campus to campaign 
in support of the refer-
endum. 
Of the 138 students 
who voted, 113 stu-
dents voted in favor 
of the change, and 
25 students voted 
in opposition. This 
is greater than the 
two-thirds required 
for the referendum to 
pass. Of the 1,460 stu-
dents enrolled at USU 
Eastern, only 9.5% 
voted.
EUSA passing the 
referendum means that USUSA will now 
represent all students at each of USU’s 30 
campuses and centers statewide.
The EUSA remained separate from 
USUSA when the College of Eastern Utah 
transitioned to USU Eastern in 2010.
Under the previous system, USU Logan 
students were represented on the USUSA 
Executive Council and USU statewide stu-
dents were represented on the statewide 
executive council, and all students were 
represented by their respective colleges in 
the Academic Senate.
USU Eastern students previously elected 
their own separate officers under EUSA, 
which held its own constitution.
“I am excited that we have voted to pass 
this change that will greatly improve how 
the USU Eastern student government can 
function and serve the student body,” 
Pugh said in the press release. “We have 
increased the opportunities for our stu-
dents, both current and future, and now 
have a direct line of communication and 
representation with our statewide part-
ners.”
Alongside the adoption of the new con-
stitution, Eastern students will now be 
able to participate in elections for the 
executive leadership board, which will 
include a student body president, execu-
tive vice president and student advocate 
vice president.
The introduction of this board ensures 
that Logan and statewide students will be 
united in choosing a single USUSA presi-
dency to oversee student government.
Additionally, Eastern students will 
now have the opportunity to elect their 
respective college senators, who represent 
the university’s colleges in the academic 
senate.
Celeste Rodriguez, who currently rep-
resents the College of Humanities and 
Social Sciences, or CHaSS, on the USU 
Academic Senate said she was excited 
about the changes made in the referen-
dum.
“It is definitely going to take some 
adjusting, but I think it will be very excit-
ing,” Rodriguez said. “Being a senator for 
all CHaSS students across the state is very 
important to me.”
Rodriguez also said that representing 
every campus statewide will be an adjust-
ment, and won’t be easy but hopes that 
visiting the campuses as student represen-
tatives will allow for a better transition to 
this change.
Price students will also join other state-
wide campuses and centers in electing 
service region councils to oversee cam-
pus-specific programming and other fac-
ets. These councils are led by the service 
region vice presidents sitting on the state-
wide executive council.
“The decision of Eastern students to join 
USUSA will empower their student lead-
ers to best serve and represent the unique 
needs of their campus,” Evans said in the 
press release. “As representatives of USU’s 
statewide campuses and centers, we are 
tasked with addressing the diverse needs 
of and issues affecting statewide students. 
The voices of USU Eastern are essential 
to the statewide experience, and we are 
excited to have them on our team.”
The EUSA president’s title will be 
changed to the Eastern Service Region 
vice president.
The USUSA Executive 
Council will also be main-
tained to oversee student 
life on the USU main cam-
pus.
These changes will have 
no effect on USU Eastern 
sports, mascots or other tra-
ditions.
Shelby Green, a freshman 
at the USU main campus, 
was unaware of the refer-
endum. After discussing it, 
Green said she agreed with 
USU Eastern adopting the 
USUSA Constitution.
“All USU students should 
fall under the same umbrel-
la,” Green said. “I’m glad 
that every campus will have 
resources for their own indi-
vidual needs, and it’s nice to 
think that every USU student will be rep-
resented fairly.”
The new provisions of the USUSA 
Constitution, which were originally voted 
on in February of 2021, will be imple-
mented during the 2022 USUSA general 
elections. Students elected in February 
and March will be inaugurated in April.
“From Price to Logan, we are all proud 
to be students of Utah State,” Pugh said 
in the press release. “We look forward to 
what our new student government will do 
for our students here at Eastern as well as 
those all around the state.”
Current USUSA officers statewide are 
working with staff to review and pass new 
bylaws for the next student government.
By Jared Adams
NEWS STAFF WRITER
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Lucas Stevens joined EUSA members as USU Eastern students voted.
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Josie Sorenson, a senior in USU’s food science program, had the opportunity of a lifetime this past summer. Sorensen had the chance to work at 
Delitzscher Chocolate Factory in Delitzsch, Germany.
Sorensen was born and raised on a farm in Gunnison, 
which she credits as having sparked her interest in food 
science.
“My ultimate goal is to deal with hunger issues,” she 
said. “I got involved with food science because I want to 
help people learn about food and more sustainable ways 
of food production.”
Sorensen also mentioned wanting to help with food 
insecurity on both local and global levels, which landed 
her where she is.
Silvana Martini is a professor in the food science 
program at USU, and she is the current director of the 
Aggie Chocolate Factory.
In 2015, Martini began teaching a course about the 
science, history and society surrounding chocolate, also 
known as Chocolate 1010. This general education physi-
cal science course is open to all students every fall.
Initially, this course was entirely lectures, but student 
evaluations prompted the development of a lab for the 
course.
In the fall of 2018, the chocolate production lab for 
Martini’s class prompted the opening of the Aggie 
Chocolate Factory at the Blue Square Apartments. 
The mission of the Aggie Chocolate Factory is posted 
on the wall near the front counter:
“To provide teaching, research, and outreach opportu-
nities to students, faculty, the community, and chocolate 
producers,” it reads. “We strive to provide exceptional 
opportunities for all to learn about chocolate and its 
production with attention to quality, safety, sustainabil-
ity and efficiency in a professional and collaborative 
working environment.”
Lauren Davenport, a senior at USU, remembers when 
the factory opened.
“I think it’s cool that Utah State has a chocolate fac-
tory,” said Davenport. “I like that they offer classes and 
tours about chocolate.”
During the summer, Davenport set up a tour with the 
chocolate factory. While she didn’t attend, she reported 
that the experience was positive for those who did.
Along with housing Martini’s course, the chocolate 
factory is staffed and operated almost entirely by 
students. Food science students typically work in pro-
duction, and the cafe portion is open to any interested 
student.
Sorensen has worked for the factory since opening 
day. Along with production, Sorensen has worked as a 
teaching assistant in Martini’s class. 
Martini said working with Sorensen has been a very 
positive experience.
“She’s always very responsive,” said Martini. “She’s 
always willing to help others. She’s also always avail-
able to help, and she’s really good to work with.”
Sorensen credits the Aggie Chocolate Factory as the 
biggest resource in helping her achieve her internship in 
Germany.
Sorensen received the internship after Darren Ehlert, 
the owner of the Delitzscher Chocolate Factory, visited 
students at the Aggie Chocolate Factory. Ehlert encour-
aged the staff at the Aggie Chocolate Factory to apply.
“When the internship opportunity came around, I sent 
the opportunity to her and another student,” Martini 
said. “She replied right away. She said she would love to 
do it, and that she’d love to work with chocolate.”
Sorensen, along with two girls from Brigham Young 
University, were awarded the 10-week internship, which 
included a small stipend, room and board, and airfare 
to and from Germany. 
During the internship, Sorensen spent eight weeks 
working product development where they were given 
tasks like incorporating additives into chocolate.
“They would give us a job like making a truffle or fill-
ing chocolate using potato chips, so we would find some 
way to incorporate potato chips into the chocolate,” she 
said.
Sorensen also said they experimented with making 
chocolate healthier by adding things like fiber powder, 
vegetable powder, hemp seed and nuts to the product.
She also had opportunities to spend one week on both 
the production floor and in quality management, where 
she learned how to produce chocolate as well as pack-
aging. Sorensen said the hardest part of these positions 
was the language barrier.
“I spent a week in packaging,” Sorensen said. “I took 
some ingredient labels and translated them into 14 
different languages. That was hard. Thank heavens for 
Google Translate.”
Sorensen told USU Today her biggest takeaway from 
the experience was learning new things about herself.
“We learned how to solve new challenges,” she said 
in her USU Today interview. “They’d hand us a project, 
and we had no idea where to begin or what to do, and 
that’s OK. As a senior, sometimes it’s easy to fall into 
the trap of thinking I should know everything, but I’ve 
learned it’s okay to not know.”
Sorensen also accredited Martini and the food science 
department for her success in her internship.
“The food science program is really good. They taught 
me a lot of the chemistry behind it and I felt really 
prepared in that way,” she said. “I already had the back-
ground knowledge I needed, and the experience to be 
successful in that internship.”
Sorensen is very passionate about the program. She 
also said that she loves to tell people about the food sci-
ence program because not a lot of people know about it. 
“I just love it so much, she said. “I love to share all the 
fun facts about food. It’s pretty great.”
Sorensen is also involved as an ambassador for the 
College of Agriculture and Applied Sciences. In this 
position, she has the opportunity to network with 
incoming students about her enjoyment in the food sci-
ence program.
She is also a teaching assistant in a food chemistry 
course and an undergraduate teaching fellow in the 
Chocolate 1010 course. Additionally, she serves on the 
Food Science Club council presidency.
Any student interested in getting involved with 
the Aggie Chocolate Factory can find open positions 
on Aggie Handshake, or contact Martini at silvana.
martini@usu.edu to inquire about openings.
USU student takes her talents to Germany 









Members of the Utah State University Student Association, or USUSA, sent out an inclusion statement on Sept. 28 expressing their love and 
support for all USU students.
The purpose for this statement is to show USUSA’s dedica-
tion to building USU as an inclusive university where indi-
viduals with various backgrounds, cultures and experiences 
can come together in one setting with a similar mission. 
That mission is for all students to work towards creating a 
safe environment for everyone to feel safe and welcome.
USUSA President Lucas Stevens wrote in the press release 
that, through the new declaration, the officers are announc-
ing their commitments and values to everyone.
“I’m especially excited to implement this statement in our 
organization’s guiding documents and share its message with 
our fellow students as we move forward in building a more 
inclusive campus,” Stevens wrote. 
Organizations and Campus Diversity vice president, 
Emilee Harmon, said this is a message that is not only very 
important to hear, but it is also crucial for students to see 
what the USUSA represents.
“This inclusion statement is a clear message of support for 
students with marginalized identities. They don’t have to 
guess where we stand on this,” Harmon said. “I think it’s a 
necessary starting point in terms of passing more diversity, 
equity and inclusion related legislation.”
However, some students, such as sophomore Trey Peterson, 
believe this statement isn’t necessary because he hasn’t seen 
any issues with it in his own experience. Although he did say 
that it wouldn’t hurt and he can see some positive repercus-
sions. 
“I personally haven’t seen a need, but I can see it creating a 
great atmosphere for diversity and allowing more students to 
meet and welcome new people to USU,” Peterson said. 
Harmon said their efforts don’t end with this statement.
“This is our commitment to creating a safer environment 
for students with marginalized identities,” she wrote. “It 
is important to acknowledge that this statement is only the 
starting point. There is a lot of work ahead, and I hope you 
as students hold USUSA officers accountable.”
The statement, which was titled “You Belong Here,” is 
under the Executive Council Bill 2022-01, which requires 
this statement to be referenced in all USUSA officer position 
descriptions and committee applications as well. 
The reason for this is explained in the press release saying, 
“The bill further amends officer ethics bylaws to require 
officers to adhere to the principles and values outlined in 
this statement.”
This goes along with USU President Noelle Cockett’s ini-
tiative and creation of the Diversity and Inclusion Task Force 
in the spring of 2019.
In the initiative, Cockett wrote, “Cultivating diversity of 
thought and culture is central to USU’s mission and essential 
to preparing our students to be local and global leaders.”
The original bill was sponsored by USUSA President 
Lucas Steves and co-sponsored by Harmon and the Graduate 
Studies senator, Niyonta Chowdhury-Magnaña.
The bill was unanimously passed on its first reading on 
Sept. 21 and again for the second reading on Sept. 28 by the 
USUSA members. 
In the press release, Chowdhury-Magnaña wrote, “In order 
to avoid institutional complacency and causing more harm 
to marginalized members of our Aggie community, we 
must now operationalize this statement by enacting tangible 
change.”
And according to Student Advocate vice president, Ethan 
Conlee, it isn’t easy crafting bills, statements or resolutions 
like this, which shows how important having an inclusion 
statement is to these officers.
According to Conlee, to even start creating something like 
this, it starts with lots of research of the subject, consider-
ation for the groups it’s affecting, and meetings with various 
groups that have relevant interests.
And once they have the bill and statement finally drafted, 
it still has to go before the executive council for consider-
ations and then the council will make comments and sugges-
tions on the content, and then it can move on to a vote where 
it also has to gain approval. 
Peterson believes these efforts by the USUSA are genuine 
and hopes by enacting that tangible change, it will include 
incorporating more multicultural events that invite everyone 
rather than certain clubs or groups.
Ultimately, Conlee hopes people will understand the 
USUSA members are doing their best to make sure every 
Aggie feels involved but also wants students to know they 
can do the same.
“Lasting change doesn’t come from the top down. If 
we want campus to be a place where all cultures, ideas, 
backgrounds, etc. are respected then we need to all go out 
and do it,” he said. “Attend a multicultural event, get to know 
someone who is different. Listen with respect to ideas that 
challenge our own. Only when all of us work toward this 
common goal will we achieve the outcome we desire.” 
The full text of ECB 2022-01 can be found at usu.edu/
legislation/
USUSA releases inclusion and diversity 
statement that represents all students
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Whether it be conflict in a friendship, relation-ship or even with yourself, it’s important to learn skills on how to better deal with and 
work through conflicts, and that’s exactly what the Give 
Space program is going for. 
“We’re trying to expand the conversation of conflict 
beyond our classes,” said Clair Canfield, a professor of 
Communication Studies at USU. “To reach the rest of the 
campus, people in the community, so that they have the 
chance to shift the way they approach conflict and im-
prove their relationships.” 
With that thought in mind, a group of students and pro-
fessors have come together to create unique conversation-
al spaces that help people practice techniques to handle 
conflicts such as self-determination, making choices and 
gaining awareness about what’s important to every indi-
vidual and, most importantly, being able to be seen and 
heard so they can feel more empowered and change the 
way they handle conflict.
“We saw a need for this program,” Canfield said. “We see 
students come through our classes and have heard them 
say that this has changed the way they handle conflicts 
and it’s changed their relationships.”
They decided to start Give Space to allow an open con-
versation and demonstrate what it looks like to proper-
ly work through conflicts. They said when people learn 
something that has been valuable to them, oftentimes they 
want to share that with others to help them as well. Some-
times when it’s shared, it doesn’t relay the same message.
“As instructors, we saw the passion and desire in our stu-
dents to share and engage in this conflict process,” said 
Carlee Madsen, who is also a professor in the Communi-
cation Studies. 
Madsen said he wanted to give students the opportunity 
to serve students while developing their skills. He gave 
students an opportunity to take a conflict facilitation class 
where they could be trained on how to facilitate conflict 
conversations. Then students who didn’t take the course 
have the opportunity to learn from the ones who have 
been trained.
These students who have been trained are called 
space-makers. The term space-making was created as a 
way of describing what happens in these conflict conver-
sations. In conversational space-making, people create 
specific boundaries to allow other topics to exist within 
the conversation. 
“For example,” Canfield said, “we want to keep judge-
ment out and we want to be able to keep safety in. So we 
have a boundary of confidentiality. We don’t give advice 
or judge you for your conflicts. We keep that out, which 
allows really good listening to be inside. Our space-mak-
ers witness people. They are fully engaged and aware of 
what you’re saying so they can ask more open and honest 
questions.”
These space-makers help create a space for students to 
discover more about themselves and their conflicts and 
help them feel more empowered. They said students leave 
their conversations with feelings of being seen and wit-
nessed, knowing more about how they feel in their unique 
situations and ideas on how to fix it. 
There are questions on how to deal with conflicts that 
cannot be answered by other people. The spaces that are 
created within these conversations allow students to feel 
safe to explore themselves and their emotions with no dis-
tractions. 
“People have the ability to self-determine, know who 
they are, know how to act and know what they want,” 
Madsen said. “We try to get out of people’s way and pro-
vide a space where they can discover these things within 
themselves.”
Many of the space-makers provided metaphors to better 
explain this process. They called it “yoga for conflict” and 
said, “It’s like having someone in my forest to hear the tree 
fall” and, “Having a conversation in a safe, judgement-free 
bubble” and, “Going on a journey to find the answers, and 
realizing you had the answers the whole time.”
These trained students are waiting and willing to help 
their fellow students create spaces to work through their 
conflicts. 
“When I have these conversations, I think of myself as 
a body of water,” Canfield said. “If I can make myself be 
still, be present and not bring my own stuff into the room, 
then the other person can see themselves reflected back.”
As college students, we are surrounded by conflicts. 
Perhaps with roommates, with significant others or even 
within ourselves. There are always better ways to handle 
those types of conflicts with roommates, significant others 
or oneself, and the professors and students who created 
Give Space want to be there to help students through it.
“When we were developing the social media platform, we 
went back and forth on what we could name this whole 
idea,” said Tara Martin, who is in charge of the program’s 
social media account and helps run the labs for Canfield’s 
conflict class. “Using Give Space is something that people 
will understand more than space-making. It helps people 
understand that we’re giving space.”
They say this is a safe program for students to work 
through conflicts. It’s completely confidential. Space-mak-
ing can open a new door on how one sees and handle 
conflicts.
If you would like to meet with a space-maker, email 
conflictcenter@usu.edu, or reach out through their 
Instagram page @givespaceusu. 
Students, professors create safe space 
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In this year’s WalletHub study, Utah was ranked the eighth least diverse state. On top of that, it is 33rd in racial and ethnic diversity and 49th in religious di-
versity — with The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 
Saints being the predominant religion. 
But how does this affect students at Utah State Universi-
ty who are not a part of the majority?
“When students come here from other states and back-
grounds, there tends to be bit of a culture shock,” said 
Luis Rodriguez, the program coordinator for multicultur-
al student programs. “Quite a bit of a culture, to say the 
least.”
Utah State’s enrollment numbers have gone down from 
37,000 students to 32,000 since 2011, according to Ro-
driguez. 
“This doesn’t seem like a lot,” Rodriguez said, “but when 
you think about each year, it’s a pretty drastic change.”
The percentage of non-white students has also decreased 
since 2011, with these students only taking up 15% of the 
student body for the 2020-21 academic year. 
Recruiting students from various backgrounds becomes 
a challenge when Utah State’s campus is predominantly 
white and members of the church, according to Rodri-
guez. 
“Multicultural and international students tend to stay 
away from the USU area because it is very exclusive to the 
LDS community,” Rodriguez said. 
Many students have also expressed to Rodriguez they 
feel like they don’t have a place here in Utah. 
The associate director for the Logan Institute, Kirt Rees, 
said there is a responsibility for members of the majority 
here in Utah to be more inclusive and understanding. 
“We need to recognize that within the Latter-day Saint 
community, there is a broader need for more inclusive-
ness,” Rees said.  
This inclusiveness, according to Rodriguez, is something 
students from different backgrounds at Utah State have 
been fighting for, for quite some time now. Last year a 
survey from the diversity task force was sent out that 
showed marginalized communities did not feel welcome 
on campus. 
“The results of that survey were not shocking to those of 
us that have been doing the work,” Rodriguez said. 
Many students have expressed to Rodriguez that they 
thought they were going to have a community here at 
USU, only to discover this is not the case. Rodriguez be-
lieves there has been some misrepresentation of how di-
verse USU actually is — which brings in these students 
who are soon disappointed. 
“We are diverse to an extent,” Rodriguez said, “but not to 
the extent that we are portraying it to be.”
Creating a better sense of belonging needs to be imple-
mented more in many ways, said Rodriguez. He suggests 
these topics be brought up more in Connections courses 
— right when a student gets to USU. 
Utah State is relying on the Inclusion Center for most 
of these issues but, though the different leaders within 
the Inclusion Center are good tools and assets to these 
students, there is still more USU could do as a whole ac-
cording to Rodriguez. 
“Students often bring up certain topics for feedback, and 
administrators, the office, or even their peers, sometimes 
just dismiss them,” Rodriguez said. “We need to change 
this for sure.”
Lack of diversity affects USU enrollment
By Clarissa Casper
LIFESTYLES STAFF WRITER
GRAPHIC BY Tyson Alles
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Latinx students represent one of the largest minori-ty groups at Utah State University, and this month students were given the opportunity to take part in 




ed by President Lyndon 
Johnson in 1968 and later 
expanded by Ronald Rea-
gan in 1988, celebrates 
the many diverse cultures, 
contributions, and histo-
ries of the Latinx or his-
panic community.
The historic month be-
gins Sept. 15 and ends 
Oct. 15 every year, stretch-
ing to encompass the in-
dependence days of seven 
Latin American countries 
and several other national 
holidays that honor Latinx 
contributions. 
The observation is cele-
brated across the nation 
through an array of fes-
tivals, community gath-
erings, and educational 
efforts. 
Hispanic Heritage month 
for USU kicked off with a 
fundraiser and concert on 
Sept. 17. Members of Lati-
nos in Action and the Lat-
inx Cultural Center sold 
tortas, quesadillas and 
tacos to students to raise 
funds for the organization 
and share their culture 
with the USU community. 
A concert featuring Los Hermanos de Los Andes followed 
the fundraiser. Whimsical melodies could be heard from 
outside the Manon Caine Russell Kathryn Caine Wanlass 
Performance Hall, as the Utah-based, Andean folk group 
poured their hearts out on stage.
“It took a while to plan and it was a lot but it was an over-
all amazing event,” Nataly Baquerizo, president of Latinos 
in Action, said of the fundraiser, “I hope everyone had a 
good time.”
Throughout the month, the Latinx Cultural Center has 
put on several sessions of Life of a Latinx Leader, formerly 
known as Lunch With a Latinx Leader. These events invite 
accomplished Latinx leaders in the community to come 
speak about their journeys, aiming to inspire the next gen-
eration of Latinx and Hispanic trailblazers.
“It’s just the life of the people which is very important to 
other students,” Pam Allcott, the program coordinator for 
the Latinx Cultural Center, said. “They can identify with, 
like, how would you pass the struggles to be in college or 
to be a first generation college student.”
Life of a Latinx Leader highlights the necessity of the Lat-
inx Cultural Center at USU as a place to provide belonging 
for all students.
The center began as a place to show visibility for the 
Latinx community. Being a minority in a majority white 
population can be difficult, and the center gives students 
the opportunity to see they’re not alone. For many stu-
dents, the center is a home away from home.
The center, now located in TSC room #227, has a 
lounge space where many students come hang out or do 
homework. This new lounge gives students a safe space 
to connect with Latinx culture and meet other Latinx stu-
dents.
“Finding some other people here that like can relate to 
some things where I’m like, ‘oh, like my mom, used to do 
this,’” Baquerizo said, “it’s really nice and it makes me 
feel at home.”
In addition, the center provides students with a variety 
of resources. Students are welcome to visit the center 
with any questions, academic related or otherwise.
“That’s why I’m here. I’m here to help them to find those 
resources. If they need questions they just can come over, 
and if I don’t know the answer right away, I will find out 
for them,” Allcott said.
One other purpose of the center is to help educate stu-
dents about Latinx culture. All students are welcome to 
come hang out and learn more about the center.
“Everybody’s welcome. Anyone will come in and stay 
here and do their homework here and we have here stu-
dents who are learning Spanish,” Allcott said.
For Allcott, Hispanic Heritage means remembering 
where she comes from. It means giving Latinos visibility, 
and celebrating their unique cultures and contributions 
both to the world and the USU community.
“For us as Hispanics, it is important because we can to 













Celebrating Hispanic heritage at USU
GRAPHIC BY James Clayton
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For many students both on and off Utah State University campus, weighing the pros and cons of unpaid internships is difficult. An internship 
beefs up your resume, gives you real experience in your 
possible future workplace, and allows you to network 
for your specific field. On the other hand, unpaid in-
ternships mean you aren’t making any money (in fact, 
you could be losing money for living expenses), which 
puts many students in the precarious position of picking 
a life with or without debt. 
A USU senior (who preferred to remain anonymous) 
said, “I would much rather use that time to work and 
earn money to save or like, to pay off my student debt, 
or maybe just to live? The way I see it, it’s better for 
me to just go out and work after I graduate to get the 
‘experience.’”
Sara Jensen is the internship coordinator for the Insti-
tute of Government and Politics, or IOGP, on campus. 
While she focuses specifically on recruiting students 
for domestic political internships in Salt Lake City and 
Washington D.C., she said the IOGP is the universi-
ty’s primary leader to help students find an internship 
abroad. 
“Through our office, students can get academic credit 
for internships with organizations and companies over-
seas in all parts of the world,” she said, “and we offer 
both in-person and remote internships.” 
The IOGP has helped students of all sorts of majors to 
find all sorts of internships in all sorts of fields. 
“We have placed students with consulting companies 
in Ireland, mountain bike design companies in Italy, 
Art museums in Prague and Human Rights Non-Gov-
ernmental Organizations in Thailand. The variety of 
opportunities is quite broad,” said Shannon Peterson, 
who works as the director of Global Programming for 
the IOGP and thus is at the helm of all international 
internships. 
Both Jensen and Peterson emphasized the impact on 
personal growth an internship can have, both in and 
outside of the academic setting.
“You can get professional experience in a career field 
that potentially interests you, increase your cultural 
competence, as well as your language and intercultural 
communications skills, explore a different part of the 
world, develop your professional and personal net-
work, and,” Peterson said, “perhaps most importantly, 
you learn a lot of about yourself.”
Aside from personal growth, students who complete 
internships are much more likely to find a job after 
graduation. According to a study conducted by soft-
ware company Nulab, 40.3% of respondents were hired 
by the same employer with whom they did their intern-
ship. 79.6% of managers said they would be more likely 
to hire an applicant with relevant internship experience 
than one without. 
However, these findings should be taken with a grain 
of salt. Their survey included less than 1,000 partici-
pants, with almost two-thirds of them having taken an 
internship. 
But still, internships give you a real look into a pos-
sible career path for you while you’re still in college 
(and have more flexibility to explore other options if it 
doesn’t work out). And that is priceless in and of itself.
@tmonson23 @nickykens @Browtweaten
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to be a first generation college student.”
Life of a Latinx Leader highlights the necessity of the Lat-
inx Cultural Center at USU as a place to provide belonging 
for all students.
The center began as a place to show visibility for the 
Latinx community. Being a minority in a majority white 
population can be difficult, and the center gives students 
the opportunity to see they’re not alone. For many stu-
dents, the center is a home away from home.
The center, now located in TSC room #227, has a 
lounge space where many students come hang out or do 
homework. This new lounge gives students a safe space 
to connect with Latinx culture and meet other Latinx stu-
dents.
“Finding some other people here that like can relate to 
some things where I’m like, ‘oh, like my mom, used to do 
this,’” Baquerizo said, “it’s really nice and it makes me 
feel at home.”
In addition, the center provides students with a variety 
of resources. Students are welcome to visit the center 
with any questions, academic related or otherwise.
“That’s why I’m here. I’m here to help them to find those 
resources. If they need questions they just can come over, 
and if I don’t know the answer right away, I will find out 
for them,” Allcott said.
One other purpose of the center is to help educate stu-
dents about Latinx culture. All students are welcome to 
come hang out and learn more about the center.
“Everybody’s welcome. Anyone will come in and stay 
here and do their homework here and we have here stu-
dents who are learning Spanish,” Allcott said.
For Allcott, Hispanic Heritage means remembering 
where she comes from. It means giving Latinos visibility, 
and celebrating their unique cultures and contributions 
both to the world and the USU community.
“For us as Hispanics, it is important because we can to 
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On Oct. 1, BYU defeated Utah State 34-20 to claim the Old Wagon Wheel rivalry trophy. Displayed in the matchup between the two 
modern offenses were dynamic, no-huddle schemes 
which rely heavily on the 
passing attack. Utah State 
threw the ball 48 times, 
completing 26 passes for 
314 yards. BYU threw the 
ball 29 times, completing 
21 passes for 245 yards. 
Compared with 
other modern college 
football games, it was 
commonplace. 
But it’s a stark contrast 
from the offensive styles 
of the past. From a “three 
yards and a cloud of dust” 
single-wing offense, to 
explosive air-raid attacks, 
football has completely 
changed over the past 50 
years. 
And it’s an evolution 
with direct ties to the 
Old Wagon Wheel rivalry. 
Several of the individuals 
who directly fostered 
the advancement of the 
passing attack have close 
personal ties to both Utah 
State and BYU.
Dave Kragthorpe, 
who is a member of the 
Utah State Athletics 
Hall-of-Fame, former 
Utah State player and 
athletic director, as well 
as a former BYU offensive 
coordinator, is one of these individuals. 
In an hour-long interview with 88-year old Kragthorpe, 
he generously shared with me how his relationship with 
his former Aggie teammate LaVell Edwards developed 
over the years, and how the passing game progressed 
with it. 
***
The heart of the story begins 50 years ago. 
After the 1971 season, BYU went 5-6, and Head Coach 
Tommy Hudspeth was fired. Promoted to the head 
coaching position was Edwards.
Few would have anticipated what was to come. 
Edwards would be the Cougar head coach for the next 
29 seasons, compiling a 257-101-3 record, coaching 
a Heisman Trophy winner in Ty Detmer in 1990 and 
winning a National Championship in 1984. And along 
the way, he’d become known as an offensive icon who 
changed the sport. 
But according to Kragthorpe, who was the offensive 
coordinator at BYU from 1970 to 1979, Edwards himself 
wasn’t much of an offensive guru. 
“LaVell Edwards was a personal friend, and a wonderful 
person, I don’t want to discredit him,” Kragthorpe said. 
“If you’re in charge of a program by name, whether 
it’s football, basketball, or baseball or whatever else, if 
successful, you are the one who is going to get the credit. 
And so the football program belonged to LaVell Edwards, 
no question about that. But was he responsible for the 
pass offense? No.”
Edwards, who played 
at Utah State, was 
originally a defensive 





Kragthorpe said. “And 
yet in the final analysis, 
now and in retrospect, 
they look at LaVell as the 
one who orchestrated 
or invented the BYU 
offense.” 
What Edwards did 
do — beyond lead the 
program — is bring in 
three different passing-
minded quarterback 
coaches throughout the 
1970s: Dewey Warren, 
Dwain Painter and Doug 
Scovil
With the help of 
Kragthorpe, these 







old Kragthorpe received 
a full scholarship from 
Utah State and moved out to Logan in the summer of 
1951. 
He picked an ideal time to be a freshman in amateur 
athletics. Due to the ongoing Korean War, the NCAA 
allowed freshmen the opportunity to play at the varsity 
level. Starting his first game in an Aggie uniform, 
USU hall of famer coached with fellow 
Aggie alumni, LaVell Edwards, at BYU 
By Jacob Nielson
SPORTS CONTENT MANAGER
Photo Courtesy of BYU
Aggie hall of famer and former BYU offensive coordinator Dave Kragthorpe addresses his Cougar players in a game in the 1970’s.
Utah State, Dave Kragthorpe 
ties to the BYU passing game 
see “Kragthorpe” PAGE 11





The LaRee and LeGrand Johnson Field, home to Utah State Softball, is currently having artificial turf installed to replace the outfield grass and the 
area around the infield.
Laree and LeGrand Johnson Field is located just north 
of Maverik Stadium in the northwest corner of the USU 
Logan campus. While the installation of turf can be 
expensive, with the average price being just over $12 per 
square foot, there are advantages to the artificial surface, 
especially in Utah’s climate. 
Synthetic turf is not only exponentially more durable 
through the elements, but it also creates a more 
consistent playing and practice experience. 
Utah State Softball head coach Steve Johnson said that’s 
one of the things they’re most excited about.
“Really, the main advantage and why we’re doing it is 
just the climate we live in,” Johnson said. “One of our 
biggest obstacles in the spring is not getting outside until 
we go play our first games.” 
Snow and weather are always a concern for a team 
from
 Logan that will start its regular season in February. In 
the early months of the season, the team practices in the 
Stan Laub Indoor Training Center, and plays the majority 
of its games in St. George or other warm-weather places.  
Adding artificial turf makes the softball field usable
 earlier in the season. 
Snow melts faster, the ground dries quicker and the 
harsh conditions won’t ruin the turf. 
The new installation will dramatically diminish the
possibility of rainouts and other weather-related 
cancellations.
How does the turf play differently than natural 
surfaces? 
“Really, not a whole lot,” Johnson said.
“With the infield staying the conventional dirt, 
outfielders are the only position group that could see any 
change. 
 According to Johnson, the project should be done and
the field playable in mid-November, weather permitting. 
Many softball and baseball fields around the state 
and throughout the country at all levels have been 
transitioning to turf recently without seeing adverse 
effects.
While the field undergoes the current alterations, USU 
Softball has been playing home games at Green Canyon 
High School in North Logan. Fortunately, Johnson said 
this hasn’t been a problem. 
 “We’ve had to get creative with some practices on 
certain things, but we’re really able to do everything out 
there that we do here, and it hasn’t really been an issue.” 
Utah State only has one more home game officially 
scheduled before its fall schedule comes to a close.
Even without a proper home field currently, Utah State 
Softball is off to an encouraging 2-0 start to their fall 
campaign. Securing wins over Colorado Northwestern 
Community College and Idaho State, Johnson is 
optimistic about what he’s seen so far from his team.
“To start off, we’ve got a lot more depth at every 
position than we’ve had in a long time,” Johnson said. 
“We could potentially have six pitchers in the spring, 
which is the deepest staff we’ve ever had.”
Kragthorpe was an offensive tackle who made an 
immediate impact. 
One of his teammates happened to be Edwards, who 
was a senior. 
“First of all, we were on a different page because he 
was married and I of course was a single 18-year-old 
freshman,” Kragthorpe said. “But we did develop a 
relationship that continued for life. We were close from 
that point on.”
Running the single-wing offense, the Aggies finished 
a mediocre 3-5-1 in 1951, including a 28-27 defeat in 
Provo against BYU. Though not a successful season, it 
was certainly impactful. It was the beginning of a 65-
year friendship between Edwards and Kragthorpe.
“It was the beginning of that relationship that started 
us there and finally many years later it was the reason of 
course that I came to BYU.”
In the meantime, Edwards graduated from Utah State, 
and Kragthorpe remained an Aggie, where he started 
40 consecutive games. Considered one of the greatest 
offensive linemen in Utah State history, Kragthorpe was a 
two-time all-Skyline Conference player. 
While Kragthorpe was dominating the line of 
scrimmage, Edwards was beginning a coaching career. 
He coached at Granite High School in Salt Lake City, 
from 1954 to 1961, then became an assistant at BYU in 
1962. 
Following his college days, Kragthorpe would make his 
way up the coaching ladder as well. He made stops at 
Idaho Falls High School and Wyandotte High School in 
Michigan. In 1965, he received his first college coaching 
gig as an assistant at Montana. By 1969, he was a college 
head coach at South Dakota State. 
The two former Aggies would stay in touch by linking 
up at the national coaching convention in January every 
year. Edwards, who was the BYU defensive coordinator, 
would always solicit Kragthorpe to come to BYU. In 
1970, Edward’s prying paid off, and Kragthorpe left 
South Dakota State to be the offensive coordinator in 
Provo. 
***
In 1972, Dewey Warren, a former Tennessee 
quarterback, became the quarterback coach at BYU. 
“The Swamp Rat,” as Warren is nicknamed in Tennessee 
circles, had NFL experience being on the Cincinnati 
Bengals and was known for tossing the pigskin. He got 
the BYU offense passing the football. 
Utah State, Dave Kragthorpe 
ties to the BYU passing game 
Turf to replace grass on softball field 
By Mark Greenwood
SPORTS STAFF WRITER
“Kragthorpe” FROM PAGE 10
Read the rest of this story at usustatesman.com.
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Over the course of three years, billionaire Jeff Bezos paid $16,000 worth in parking violations while renovating one of his mansions in the Dis-
trict of Columbia. 
Imagine where that money could have gone. 
In the United States, people of varying net-worth and 
social statuses are legally fined the same amount, despite 
$500 meaning nothing to some upper-class citizens, and 
the difference between rent or food on the table for low-
er-class citizens. It’s unfair and ridiculous that legal fines 
are not dependent on earnings.  
As a college student, a lot of my money goes into paying 
bills and school fees, but it’s difficult with a part-time job. 
Many of my peers and I would benefit from equal fining. 
Countries like Finland, the U.K. and Switzerland have 
found the solution. They are implementing income-based 
fines, which simply means a person is fined for illegal 
activity based on how much they earn.  
Joe Pinsker, a journalist for The Atlantic, wrote, “It starts 
with an estimate of the amount of spending money a Finn 
has for one day, and then divides that by two — the re-
sulting number is considered a reasonable amount of 
spending money to deprive the offender of. Then, based 
on the severity of the crime, the system has rules for how 
many days the offender must go without that money.” 
This law would not only hold richer people account-
able for actions that they don’t think apply to them, but it 
would be fairer to people with less income. Students, in 
particular, would benefit from having to pay lower fines 
since most college students work low-paying, part-time 
jobs while paying for school fees.  
Most people abstain from speeding and illegal parking 
for fear of paying fines, but richer people don’t have to 
worry about it. Income-based fines would promote safer 
roadways if those people are held accountable and fined 
to the strict amounts that would actually motivate them 
to follow the law.  
Lucas Rentschler, an associate professor for the Econom-
ics and Finances Department at USU said, “Income-based 
fines would affect the incentives of everyone, including 
USU students.” 
Rentschler said if income-based fines cannot be imple-
mented then court-mandated programs can be imple-
mented instead in order to fine people fairly on a scale. 
Some people consider this policy to be unfair, which I 
think is a step in the right direction. While it’s true that 
some upper-class people earn their money, it also makes 
them susceptible to tax evasion, corruption and a toxic 
mindset that they can do whatever they want. They of-
ten benefit from tax evasion and write offs. Income-based 
fines will help to prevent this type of corruption. 
Europe operates differently than America, and includ-
ing these types of fines that define wealth would be tricky 
and controversial, but I believe that it would be in the 
interest of the class system and all U.S. citizens. 
Implementing these income-based fines would provide 
a lot of advantages to people with lower-income status, 
filling the wage gap. It would hinder corruption amongst 
the upper class, holding them accountable for their ac-
tions as equally as any other citizen. Our communities 
will be safer and it’s proven to work in other countries. 
Decreasing the incarceration rates of people who can’t 
pay fines is also the goal. This program would be an act 
of justice that can change America for the better.
The U.S. should implement income-based fines 
O P I N I O N
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In any epoch, there are countless examples where liberty perished because individuals were too scared to stand up and speak out. The 
phenomenon known as “cancel culture” has made 
targets out of celebrities, academic figures and de-
cent Americans, who do not view the world through 
the politically correct lens of the left. It has 
made people fearful of being bullied, shamed, 
fired from their jobs, even driven from society 
just for speaking their mind. I however will 
not stay silent. 
It is the purpose of this column to do what 
others cannot: stand up and speak out against 
an anti-American and entirely racist ideol-
ogy being pushed on Utah State University 
campus called Critical Race Theory, or CRT. 
Whether through ignorance, indoctrination 
or extortion, this “woke” ideology has been 
allowed on campus without any resistance 
from faculty, students or staff. I am grateful 
for the platform and voice The Utah States-
man has given me and I intend to use it. If I 
am canceled for speaking out, then so be it. 
Far from a philosophical theory, CRT is a 
progressive political ideology used to cancel 
those the left deems undesirable or deplor-
able. CRT underpins identity politics and 
gives justification to organizations built on 
violent political movements such as Black 
Lives Matter and Antifa. These organizations 
reject the civil rights movement pioneered by 
Dr. Martin Luther King and label America as 
unredeemable. They claim to be engaged in a 
righteous crusade of ending systemic racism 
but insist individuals be judged based on the 
color of their skin and, in doing so, facilitate 
the racist behavior they claim to be fighting 
against. 
The Heritage Foundation examines this 
“new intolerance” and the grip it has on 
America. While there are strong themes link-
ing CRT with other theories, the intellectual 
origins can be traced back to Marxist studies 
at the Frankfurt school, originally the Insti-
tute for Marxism, in Germany. After 1933, the 
Nazis forced its closure, and the institute was 
moved to the United States where “critical 
theory” found a hospitable environment at 
Columbia University training legal students. 
CRT provides an interpretation of Marxism and a 
critique of liberalism, specifically against Western 
traditionalism, modernity and capitalism. Instead of 
being used as a tool for liberty, as the Federalist ex-
plains, CRT has been used by communists as a divide 
and conquer tactic. It employs an unrelenting criti-
cism of Western institutions and values to tear them 
down instead of improving them. A recent target 
has been traditional marriage and the family unit, 
which has historically been considered a hallmark of 
healthy societies.  
As with all forms of identity politics and intersec-
tionality, critical race theory stokes divisions between 
people where few or none existed before. Rather 
than teaching “colorblindness” and inclusion, it 
groups individuals into categories of oppressors vs. 
oppressed based on race and skin color and discrimi-
nates against white people, males and Christians. 
“White privilege” is a common theme in CRT, which 
means you are racist just for being white despite 
your actions or the content of your character. In ad-
dition, African Americans and those with darker skin 
will always be oppressed, holding them forever in 
enslavement despite their opportunities or successes. 
In doing so, CRT promotes victimization through 
relational aggression and predatory alienation. It has 
caused a resurgence of racist policies not seen since 
the Jim Crow era such as “anti-racist” segregation. 
In Sept. 2020 the Trump Administration banned 
CRT from government agencies and established the 
1776 commission. Since then, there has been a push, 
exclusively by Republican states, to ban CRT. 
Because of this, CRT has been repackaged by 
the left as diversity, equality, and inclusion or 
DEI. Trump’s ban was eventually blocked by 
an activist federal judge and was immediate-
ly repealed by Biden in January through an 
executive order which extorted a loss of federal 
funding linked to DEI training.  
In June, Utah banned CRT in K-12 on its own. 
Governor Cox has said CRT does not belong 
in K-12 but is fine with it being taught in Utah 
colleges and universities. I do not understand 
our governor’s logic. While I applaud the ban, 
it does not go far enough — CRT should be 
banned outright.  
As a result, USU faculty, staff and students 
employees are required to take Critical Race 
Education as well as a multitude of trainings in 
DEI topics such as “implicit bias and micro-
aggressions.” The USU Office of Inclusion 
promotes events to expand DEI exposure to ev-
eryone on campus such as hosting CRT speak-
ers like Ibrahim X Kendi. The USU President’s 
Office has also scheduled a five-day inclusive 
excellence symposium supposedly designed to 
“enhance critical thinking and cultural under-
standing.”  
CRT supporters say bans violates freedom of 
speech and discrimination laws, but CRT itself 
is being used as a trojan horse to silence and 
discriminate against others. I am appalled USU 
would allow or even promote CRT on campus. 
If we are to retain our values as Americans and 
adhere to the words of Dr. Martin Luther King, 
we must say with one voice that critical race 
theory in any form does not belong at USU. I 
encourage everyone to get involved with USU 
College Republicans and fight back against CRT 
on campus. 
Opinion: CRT does not belong at USU
Keaton Hagloch is a public 
health major and has a passion 
for politics and writing. He loves 
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Sudoku puzzles are provided by 
www.sudokuoftheday.com.
CARTOON BY Keith Wilson
Last week’s solution:
Get your FREE Information Kit
Product not available in all states. Includes the Participating (in GA: Designated) Providers and Preventive Benefits 
Rider. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certificate of this type. Contact us for complete details about 
this insurance solicitation. This specific offer is not available in CO, NY; call 1-800-969-4781 or respond for similar offer. 
Certificate C250A (ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK; TN: P150TN). Rider 
kinds: B438, B439 (GA: B439B).
6208-0721
DENTAL Insurance
If you’ve put off dental care, it’s easy to get 
back on track. Call Physicians Mutual Insurance 
Company now for inexpensive dental insurance. 
Get help paying for the dental care you need. 








Check out a virtual 
exhibition of some of 
Utah’s best designers’ 
work by visiting the 
URL below.
Design: David Evett
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